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COMPLIANCE WITH TITLE VI, CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF
1964 AND THE MODIFIED COURT ORDER, CIVIL ACTION
5281, FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT, EASTERN DISTRICT
OF TEXAS, TYLER DIVISION

Reviews of local education agencies pertaining to compliance with Title
VI Civil Rights Act of 1964 and with specific requirements of the
Modified Court Order, Civil Action No. 5281, Federal District Court,
Eastern District of Texas, Tyler Division are conducted periodically by
staff representatives of the Texas Education Agency. These reviews
cover at least the following policies and practices:

(1) acceptance policies on student transfers from other school
districts;

(2) operation of school bus routes or runs on a non-segregated
basis;

(3) non-discrimination in extracurricular activities and the use
of school facilities;

(4) non-discriminatory practices in the hiring, assigning, pro-
moting, paying, demoting, reassigning or dismissing of faculty
and staff members who work with children;

(5) enrollment and assignment of students without discrimina-
tion on the ground of race, color or natiOnal origin;

(6) non-discriminatory practices relating to the use of a student's
first language; and

(7) evidence of published procedures for hearing complaints and
grievances.

In addition to conducting reviews, the Texas Education Agency staff
representatives check complaints of discrimination made by a citizen or
citizens residing in a school district where it is alleged discriminator!
practices have or are occurring.

Where a violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act is found, the
findings are reported to the Office for Civil Rights, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.

If there be a direct violation of the Court Order in Civil Action No:
5281 that cannot be cleared through negotiation, the sanctions required
by the Court Order are applied.
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FOREWORD

This document identifies the competencies that teachers need in order
to provide educational experiences for students as described in the Texas

Education Agency publication, A Framework for Crime Prevention and Drug

Education in Texas: Desirable Student Outcomes.

A Framework for Crime Prevention and Drug Education in Texas: Desirable

Teacher Competencies can be used as a guide for school districts, teacher

education institutions, teachers, and teacher education students in plan-

ning preservice, inservice, and professional growth programs.

This publication was developed under contract with the University of Houston

and with the assistance and cooperation of the Texas Education Agency staff,

teacher educators, counselor educators, public school administrators, and

college administrators from across the state. It is our hope that the

information in this publication will foster continuing efforts in staff

development which will result in effective crime prevention and drug educa-

tion programs.

M. L. Brockette
Commissioner of Education
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OVERVIEW

The purpose of the crime prevention and drug education program is to pro-
vide a variety of educational experiences for students designed to increase
self-esteem, develop the capacity to relate to others, and increase skills
in decision-making and values clarification. These outcomes have been
enumerated in a prior publication, A FAamewakk ion Ctime Ikevention and
Dug Education in Texas: DesitabZe Student Outcomes. The student outcomes
are presented in four main areas: decision-making, including values clari-
fication; interpersonal relations; attitudes toward and knowledge about
crime and juvenile delinquency; and attitudes toward and knowledge about
drugs. In light of this focus upon affective outcomes and increased knowl-
edge components, teachers involved in criffe prevention and drug education
will need highly developed competencies to bring about the stated student
outcomes. The competencies identified are applicable to all teachers. It

is the purpose of this booklet to enumerate these competencies as a guide
for institutions in Texas involved in preservice teacher education, for
school districts charged with identifying and retraining members of exist-
ing faculties, as well as for self-evaluation by teachers.

To be effective, the focus of crime prevent!u.- drug education has to
be more than a temporary response to an immediate crisis. Programs must
be made relevant to the needs of a changing society. They must not only
help students handle experiences currently encountered, but also to antici-
pate experiences they may face in the future. To bring this about, teachers
are being asked to influence student behavior. This necessitates that the
teacher utilize an active preventative approach involving the development of
decision-making skills including values clarification and interpersonal re-
lation skills (proactive stance). It also implies that the teacher serve as
a role model of the behaviors necessary to cope with the needs of a changing
society and that the classroom environment be such that students are allowed
and encouraged to develop interpersonal skills, to speak freely about matters
of concern or interest to them, and to take an active part in making decisions
about matters affecting them.

As a companion to "Desirable Student Outcomes," this booklet, A Ftamewotk son
Ctime Ptevention and Dtug Education in Texas: De441/Labte Teachet Competencies,
enumerates teacher competencies directed at bringing about the desired student
outcomes. It is but the next step in bringing about the most effective crime
prevention and drug education programs to the students of Texas schools.

9
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USES OF DOCUMENT

There are several different ways in which A Plamewonk 6ot CA-Erne Pkevention

and Dnug Education -En Texaz: Dui&abte Teackek CompetenaeA can be used
as a tool for specifying teacher training objectives at a variety of levels.
Teacher education institutions may use the document to plan preservice
training. School districts may use the document as a basis of inservice
training and as a guide for hiring policies. Teacher education institutions
and school districts which do not have a crime prevention and drug education
training program may use the document as a basis for developing a program.
Institutions and school districts that are currently operating a program
without clearly stated objectives may use it to clarify the purpose of their

program. Districts and institutions that already have operating programs
can use the competencies to evaluate, expand, revise, or shift their program

emphasis.

Teachers and teacher education students may use the document as a guide in
assessment of their own competencie.; as teachers and in clarifying areas of

focus in their personal and professional development.

Use of Document by Teacher Education Institutions

This document is primarily intended as a guide for teacher education insti-
tutions in planning preservice and inservice crime prevention and drug

education teacher preparation programs. It is not meant to be all inclusive,

nor is it intended to be a complete package ready for implementation. It is

hoped that each institution using this document will adapt the "Framework's"
concepts to meet its own particular needs.

Some specific recommendations for use are listed below:

. as an impetus for curriculum planners in identifying both general

and specific teacher competencies for new programs
as a resource for the identification of competencies to be added

to existing programs
as a guide for the identification of broad competency areas as
well as more specific competency statements.

Use of Document by Public School Administrators

Administrators may use "Desirable Teacher Competencies" to assist the school
board in formulating policies governing the crime prevention and drug edu-
cation inservice training program.

Following formulation and approval of policies governing the operation of
the program, the administrators may wish to:

. select competency areas that seem amenable to inservice training

. devise tasks and activities to increase degree of proficiency on
particular competencies.

10
2



Use of Document by Public School Teachers and Teacher Education Students

In a process of personal and professional self evaluation, a teacher or
teacher education student may use the document by:

identifying those competencies already mastered.
selecting those competencies that can be mastered by reasonable
effort in a short-term period.
designing short-term strategies to master appropriate competencies.
identifying those competencies that can be mastered only by long-
term effort.
designing flexible long-term strategies for appropriate competencies.

11
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ORGANIZATION CF DOCUMENT

Categories of Teacher Competencies

The teacher competencies listed in this document are divided into two main

categories. The first of these categories focuses upon the person of the
teacher while the second category focuses upon teaching related competencies.

Section 1. "The Teacher as an Effective Person" is divided into
two sub-sections which relate to the intra- and inter-
personal functioning of the teacher. Both sections
contain broad competency statements, each of which is
followed by several statements which are more specific
in nature.

Section 2. "The Teacher as a Facilitator of Learning" is divided
into three sub-sections which relate to skill areas
of the teacher.

Relationship of Teacher Competencies to Student Outcomes

Section 2 of this document is organized in such a way that the tea6her compe-

tencies are listed with the corresponding student outcomes they are designed

to bring about. These student outcomes are those found in A FAttmewoAk 6ox
Ctime Pxevention and Dtug Education in Texah: Dezikabte Student Outcome4.
The numbering of the student outcomes in Section 2 cross references to the

stAent outcomes found in "Desirable Student Outcomes." The student outcomes,

foi.owed by letters, are presented as additional desirable student outcomes.
The letters and numbers contained in the brackets are references to the Goals

for Public School Education in Texas adopted by the State Board of Education

on October 3, 1970, and revised April 4, 1973.

4



GOALS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION IN TEXAS

1. STUDENT DEVELOPMENT.

The public schools should help each
student to develop personal knowledge,
skills, and competence to maximum ca-
pacity, and to learn behavior patterns
which will make each a responsible mem-
ber of society. In terms of their individual
ability, all students should achieve:

A. Intellectual Discipline

I. Knowledge of the traditionally
accepted fundamentals, such as
reading, writing, and arithmetic
in the early elementary grades,
accompanied by studies in higher
mathematics, science, history,
English and other languages, as
they progress through the upper
grades. These should be accom-
panied by a wide variety of
optional courses.

2. Skill in the logical processes of
search, analysis, evaluation, and
problem solving.

3. Competence and motivation for
continuing self-evaluation, self-
instruction, and adaptation to
a changing environment.

B. Economic and Occupational
Competence

I . Knowledge oY the fundamental
economic structure and processes
of thc American system and of'
the opportunities for individual
participation and success in the
system.

2. Occupational skills prerequisite
to enter and advance in the
economic system and/or aca-
demic preparation for acquisition
of technical or professional skills
through post-high school training.

3. Competence in the application
of economic knowledge to prac-
tical economic functions such as
planning and budgeting for the
investment of personal income,
tialculating tax obligations, fi-

nancing major purchases,and ob-
taining desirable employment.

C. Citizenship and Political Under.
standing and Competence

I. Knowledge about comparative
political systems with emphasis
on democratic institutions, the
American heritage, and the re-
sponsibilities and privileges of
citizenship.

2. Skill for participatiiig in the
processes of public and private
political organizations and for
influencing decisions made by
such organizations.

3. Competence in judging the merits
of competing political ideologies
and candidates for political p
sition.

D. Physical and Environmental Heal:,
and Ecological Balance

I. Knowledge about the require.
ments of personal hygiene, nutri-
tional consumption, and physical
exercise essential to the mainte-
nance of personal health. Knowl-
edge about the dangers to health
from addiction to harmful prac-
tices or consumption of harmful
materials.

2. Skill in sports and other forms
of recreation which will permit
life.long enjoyment of physical
exercise.

3. Competence in recognizing and
preventing environmental, eco-
logical, and health problems.

E. Appreciation of Culture, Language,
and Life Style Diversities and Their
Corresponding Aesthetic Values

I . Knowledge of the art, music,
literature, drama, and other cul-
turally related forms of various
culture groups and their con-
tributions.

2. Knowledge and competence in
at least one of the major lan-
guages of the state other than
English and an understanding
of bilingualism.

F. Compe:ence in Personal and
Social Relations

I. Knowledge about basic psycho-
logical, sociological, and cultural
factors affecting human behavior.

2. Skill in interpersonal and group
relations, and in formation of
ethical and moral standards of
behavior.

3. Competence for adjusting to
changes in personal status and
social patterns.

G. Use of Leisure Time

Competence and skill in creative
and responsible use tif leisure
time.

Adopted October 3, 1970
Revised April 14, 1973

The State Board of Education
5
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ORGANIZATIONAL EFFICIENCY

The Public School System of Texas should
be organized and operated so that the
public, faculty, and students will accept
and support its objectives and processes.

Ae learning process should take
into consideration the personal goals
of every student and should be
:,esigned so that each can achieve
the educational standards of the
system and be encouraged to remain
in school until ready for a post-
high school career.

B. Professional faculty members should
be consulted in the decision-making
processes for implementing the edu-
cational goals of the system and
determining the environmental con-
ditionrin which they work.

C. The peisonnel program of recog-
nition and rewards should be de-
signed to attract and retain highly
competent people.

D. The educational system should be
organized and conducted so as to
achieve maximum cost.benefit re-
sults from efficiencies in process
and economies of scale within size
limitations which will make units
of the system responsive and ac-
countable to parents and citizens.

III. ACCOUNTABILITY

A program of continuing planning and
evaluation should be established for mea-
suring the performance of the public
school system in terms of the competence
of its staff, the performance of its pupils,
and the efficiency of its structure and
processes.

Spring 1973

Texas Eduaition Agency



SECTION I. THE TEACHER AS AN EFFECTIVE PERSON

To be an effqctive teacher, an individual must first be an effective person.

As Fuller's '
"teacher concerns model" points out, the initial concerns of

most teacher trainees center on self, followed by concern about self as .

teacher, and finally moving to more mature concerns about pupils. To have

the mature concern of an effective teacher, one must have resolved concerns

about self and self in relation to others. Concerns about self, however,

may not remain resolved. Concerns may change as life situations change and

may have to be resolved again and again in order for the individilal to

mature as an effective person and as an effective teacher. Fro' ! reason

many of the competencies listed here are in the area of life skil$s, such

as decision-making and values clarification, which may be used Aver and over

again as changing life situations require.

Competencies listed in this first section focus on the development of the

teacher, or student in teacher training, primarily as an effective person

and secondarily as an effective teacher dealing with both personal and inter-

personal concerns. The section is further divided into two sub-sections:

Self-Self and Self-Other. The following is a brief description of the

competencies included in each sub-section:

. Self-Self

Competencies included in this sub-section are those that focus upon intra-

personal awareness --- the awareness of one's own needs, interests,

abilities, desires, attitudes, and values. Such self understanding forms

the basis for effective decision-making, problem solving and the interper-,

sonal skills of understanding, communicating with, and helping others.

Self-Other

Competencies included in this sub-section are those that focus upon inter-

personal awareness --- the awareness of others' needs, interests, abilities,

desires, attitudes, and values. Such interpersonal understanding forms the

basis for meaningful interpersonal relationships, for the ability to be

facilitative and helping to others.

14
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F, Fulle.n1 Personalized Education for Teacher, (Austin: The

Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, 1970).
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THE TEACHER AS AN EFFECTIVE PERSON
(SELF-SELF)

Teacher Competency

1.1 The teacher is able to identify motives for behavior, beliefs, feelings,
and present predispositions.

A. The teacher can identify reasons ctions in a given situation.
B. The teacher is able to identif Lno_ :;ances when a culturally

oriented belief is a motive foi ha

C. The teacher is able to identify ilects of cultural heritage
on feelings in a given situation.

1.2 The teacher is able to clarify own values and how they affect actions.

A. The teacher is able to clarify own personal values relative to
drug use and abuse including tobacco and alcohol.

B. The teacher is able to demonstrate an understanding of how values
may affect personal action in a particular situation.

1.3 The teacher is able to identify incompatabilities in own values with
those of students, general society, and specific social groups.

A. The teacher is able to identify the extent to which others are
valued and respected by teacher, even though their value systems
are different.

B. The teacher is able to demonstrate an undei'standing that values
may differ from individual to individual, within a group, and
from group to group.

C. The teacher is able to describe values of students, general
society, and specific social groups on a given issue.

D. The teacher is able to explain how own values are the same as or
different from a specific social group on the issue of drug use.

15
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THE TEACHER AS AM EFFECTIVE PERSON
(SELF-SELF)

Teacher Competency

1.4 The teacher values the worth and dignity of self.

A. The teacher is able to identify personal strengths and weaknesses.

B. The teacher understands and accepts different personal roles played

in different environments (s, as home and family, work, community,

school, religious'

1.5 The teacher is able to identify own environment and culture and the ways

both influence attitudes toward self and others.

A. The teacher is able to identify prejudices, inconsistencies, and

taboos of personal environment and culture.
B. The teacher is able to identify personal environments such as work,

religious/spiritual, leisure, and how attitudes toward self and

others are influenced by those environments.

C. The teacher is able to identify the influences that own culture has

upon attitudes toward self and others.

1.6 The teacher uses a decision-making process in attacking problems in

private and public life situations.

A. The teacher has knowledge of and can apply a decision-making process

in own life.
B. The teacher is able to use the decision-making process in deciding

upon non-classroom and classroom problem strategies.

C. The teacher is able to list alternatives appropriate to a particular

life situation.
D. The teacher is able to analyze consequences of possible alternatives

in attacking problems in own life situations.

E. The teacher is able to clarify and isolate problems in own life

situations.



THE TEACHtR AS AN EFFECTIVE PERSON
(SELF-OTHER)

Teacher Competency

1.7 The teacher is able to acknowledge and respond to individual differences.

A. The teacher is able to describe unique characteristics of each
student in a given set of students (simulated or real) in terms
of abilities, interests, strengths, and weaknesses.

B. The teacher is able to plan individualized learning activities
appropriate for each of the stuents.

1.8 The teacher is able to communicate acceptance of others, responding to
underlying needs rather than actual behaviors.

A. In a given situation (simulated or real) the teacher is able to
reflect underlying feelings of students.

B. In response to a student's verbal or behavioral stimulus the
teacher communicates awareness of underlying feelings.

C. In a given situation, the teacher is able to separate the pvert
behaviors of the student from the person of the student.

D. The teacher's responses to students are devoid of rejecting,
caustic, "cutting" or "putting-down" remarks.

1.9 The teacher accepts cultural and subcultural differences.

A. The teacher responds to students from different cultural or ethnic
groups as individuals and not as stereotyped group members.

B. The teacher's behavior with a group made up of different cultural
representatives shows no partiality.

C. The teacher's verbalizations do not include derogatory statements
regarding cultural or ethnic groups.

1.10 The teacher is able to deal openly with the feelings of self and others.

A. The teacher As able to identify underlying feelings of self in a
given situation.

B. The teacher is able to communicate immediate feelings without act-
ing on them; i.e., hostile feelings can be communicated as state-
ments of experience without being tied to hostile behavior.

C. Teacher's communications are not inconsistent with underlying
feelings; i.e., teacher does not say, "That does not bother me,"
when in fact it does.

17
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SELF-OTHER

Teacher Competency

D. When others' behavior is upsetting to the teacher, these feelings

can be acknowledged without teacher making others "pay for their

crime."
E. Teacher does not deny, belittle, or avoid feelings of others when

they have been expressed.
F. The teacher responds genuinely in interactions with others.

1.11 The teacher is able to perceive accurately what others are saying and
feeling based on sustained listening and observing nonverbal behavior.

A. The teacher is able to demonstrate effective attending behavior;
i.e., eye-contact, relaxed posture, etc.

B. The teacher is able to accurately reflect the communication of
others; i.e., the teacher's responses are interchangeable with
those of the speaker.

C. The teacher is able to identify nonverbal cues to what another
person is saying.

D. The teacher is able to identify inconsistencies between the speaker's

verbal and nonverbal communications.
E. The teacher is aware of physical signs of tension, stress, or dis-

comfort in others.

1.12 The teacher is aware of the effects of self when used as a role model.

A. The teacher is aware of the impact of models.
B. The teacher is aware of how models have been used in own life.
C. The teacher is able to model the behaviors which he/she expects of

students.

1.13 The teacher is able to identify and interpret the influence of own verbal

and nonverbal behavior on others.

A. The teacher is able to describe the type of behaviors which have an
impact on children in the classroom.

B. The teacher is able to discuss impact of specific verbal and non-
verbal behavior upon students in critiquing videotapes of completed
lessons.

18
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SELF-OTHER

Teacher Competency

1.14 The teacher is aware of group process and dynamics.

A. The teacher is able to identify roles played by group members.
B. The teacher is able to identify personal roles played in various

group settings.
C. The teacher is able to describe the process of small group

development.



SECTION II. THE TEACHER AS A FACILITATOR OF LEARNING

In order to help students handle their personal lives more successfully in

a society where external codes of behavior are rapidly changing, an effec-

tive teacher must serve more as a facilitator of learning than as an imparter

of knowledge. As a facilitator or helper, the teacher must maintain
pattern of behavior which is generally supportive, encouraging, and accepting.

The teacher is a partner in the learning process and acts as a resource person

to the student. The teacher is not only aware of and able to model effective
intrapersonal and interpersonal skills but can, additionally, relate tn and

provide experiences for students which promote their movemenL towacd pussL,,

ing such %kills.

This section is divided into three sub-secvions: generic skills, process

skills, and resource skills. Following are brief descriptions of each

sub-section:

Generic Skills (General or Basic)

Competencies listed here enable the establishment of some core
conditions essential to the facilitation of learning and growth
regardless of subject matter being taught. They speak to the im-

portance of the communication of respect, genuineness, supportive-

ness, and empathic understanding.

Process Skills

Competencies listed in this section concern skills that are facili-

tative or helping skills that go beyond dissemination of information

to facilitate student understanding of drug and crime problems and

student acquisition of life skills competencies for dealing with

these and other problems.

. Resource Skills

Competencies in this section include the ability to identify, utilize,

discuss, and direct students to resource materials end persons helpful

in crime prevention and drug education.

20
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THE TEACHER AS A FACILITATOR OF LEARNING
(GENERIC)

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

The teacher is able to provide
Lun1ties for successful

school experiences which
develop a positive pupil self-
image.

2.2 The teacher is able to help
students explore and develop
their interests.

2.3 The teacher is able to identi-
fy and reinforce positive
student achievement.

(1.5) The student values his/her
own worth and dignity.
[F1, F2, F3]

2.4 The teacher accepts different
life styles.

2.5 The teacher is able to deal
openly with individual dif-
ferences in a non-judgmental
manner.

(1.6) The student values the worth
and dignity of the individual.
[F1, F2, F3]

(1.7) The student values the indivi-
dual's rights and responsibili-
ties for a self-determined
life-style.
[F1, F2, F3]

2.6 The teacher is able to identify
biases in own belief system and
analyze ways to overcome these
biases affecting own relation-
ships with students.

(1.13) The student values the ab-
sence of labeling-(stereotyping)
of peers and others.
[F2]

2.7 The teacher is able to exhibit
behavior in the classroom
which is generally empathic,
positively reinforcing, accep-
tant, and generally learner
supportive.

(A.) The student is able to freely
express ideas and opinions as
they relate to crime, drug
use, and other social issues.
[H]

13



GENERIC

Teacher Competency

2.9 The teacher has knowledge of
and is able to implement
methods for facilitating
open communication and elim-
inating barriers to effective
communication.

2.10 The teacher, is able to conduct
discussions of controversial
issues and facilitate students'
free expression of opinions.

Student. .rome

(B.) The student is able to
respond to the expression
of ideas and opinions of
peers in a non-judgmental
manner.
[FZ]

22
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THE TEACHER AS A FACILITATOR OF LEARNING
(PROCESS SKILLS)

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

2.11 The teacher is able to
recognize gross symptoms
of drug abuse.

2.12 The teacher has know-
ledge of effects of drug
use on the economic,
physical, social and
psychological well-being
of the user.

2.13 The t -.her is able to
help ss idents recognize
the general symptomatic
effects of different
drugs.

(1.1) The student values
the rejection of drug
use that interferes
with the economic,
physical, social, and
psychological well-
being of the user.
[A3, D3]

(2.56) The student has
knowledge of
general symptoms
and effects of
different drugs.
[C1]

(2.62) The student com-
prehends typical
consumer problems
related to drug
use.
[B3, D3]

(2.58) The student ana-
lyzes effects
drugs have had on
the history of
nations. [Al, A2, D3]

2.14 The teacher is able to
help students understand
the democratic process
and their participation
in that process.

2.15 The teacher is able to
help students differen-
tiate between democratic
processes and other
processes (authoritarian,
facist, etc.).

2.16 The teacher is able to
design and implement
strategies which give
students responsibility
in planning their own
learning, in participating
in instruction, and in
evaluating their own
progress.

(1.14) The student values
citizenship in a
democratic society.
[A3, Cl, C2, C3]

(2.32) The student com-
prehends duties
inherent in citi-
zenship (voting,
obeying laws,
working to effect
change.)
[C1]

(2.33) The student evalu-
ates criteria for
a "good citizen."
[A2, Cl]

(2.34) The student applies
criteria of a "good
citizen" to per-
sonal life.
[A3, Cl]

(2.31) The student evalu-
ates criteria for
a sound, responsi-
ble government.
[A2, Cl]
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THE TEACHER AS A FACILITATOR OF LEARNING
(PROCESS SKILLS)

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

2.16 The teacher is able to
conduct learning exper-
iences in which students
explore the origins and
development of values,
attitudes and beliefs,
how they change, and the
impact they have on
human relationships.

2.17 The teacher can apply
several different tech-
niques which can be
used for individual and
group values clarifica-
tion.

2.18 The teacher has know-
ledge of the effects of
individual, family, and
peer pressure upon stu-
dent decisions.

2.19 The teacher is able to
conduct activities in
which individual, peer,
and other pressure on
the student's value,
actions, and decisions
are made evident.

2.20 The teacher is able to
conduct value clarifica-
tion exercises.
(Simonl, etc.)

(1.4) The student values
the use of values
clarification process
when confronted with
decisions.
[A3]

(2.3) The student com-
prehends a values
clarification
process.
[A2]

(2.4) The student com-
prehends what a
value is.
[A2, 12]

(2.5) The student ana-
lyzes situations
to identify indi-
vidual, family,
and group values
in them.
[A2, F2]

(2.7) The student evalu-
ates his/her own
values with regard
to crime and drug
issues. [A2, D3]

(2.8) The student synthe-
sizes a statement
of belief that
accurately reflects
his/her values.
[A3]

1 Simon, Sidney B.; Howe, Leland; Kirschenbaum, Howard. Values Clarification: A

Handbook of Practical Strategies for Teachers and Students. New York: Hart

Publishing Company, Inc., 1972.
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PROCESS SKILLS

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

2.21 The teacher is able to
prepare students for
impending changes.

2.22 The teacher has know-
ledge of patterns of
change in society and
the impact of change
-upon the individual.

2.23 The teacher is able to
facilitate student anal-
ysis and evaluation of
current trends in our
changing society.

2.24 The teacher is able to
help students interpret
role habits in terms of
individual and societal
needs.

(1.8-1.9) The student re-
sponds with flexibil-
ity to a changing
society and to new
experiences and ,nfor-
mation by being will-
ing to alter or defend
personal value posi-
tions and decisions.
[A3, F3]

(2.12) The student compre-
hends individual
and social patterns
of behavior.
[F2]

(2.13) The student compre-
hends ways in which
personality is devel-
oped and modified.
[F1, F2]

(2.20) The student compre-
hends societal factors
that contribute to
crime and drug abuse.
[D3, F2]

(2.22) The student evaluates
the fundamental im-
pact that crime and
drug abuse are having
on society and that
they will have on
society of the future.
[A2, D3, F2]

(2.23) The student evaluates
current social change
and synthesizes an
objective viewpoint
toward the changing
environment.
[A2, F3]

2.24) The student evaluates
the impact general
societal influences
have on individuals
(advertising, mass
media, life styles).
[A2, F2]

(2.49) The student compre-
hends the impact of
crime and its effects
upon the individual's

25 daily life.

LC:11
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PROCESS SKILLS

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

(2.50-2.63) The student ana-
lyzes current trends
and projections with
respect to juvenile
delinquency, crime,
and new drugs.
[A2, Cl, D3]

(2.51-2.64) The student syn-
thesizes ways to deal
with drug usage and
crime (crimes against
property, income tax
evasion, victimless
crimes) now and in
the future.
[A2, Cl, D3]

2.25 The teacher is able to
conduct activities
which require decision-
making by students.

2.26 The teacher has knowl-
edge of decision-
making models.
(Krumbolt4,2
Carkhuff,i etc.)

2.27 The teacher is able to
structure group activi-
ties in which the group
must make decisions
about objectives and
tasks, about division
of responsibilities and
leadership; then provide
feedback by which stu-
dents can describe and
analyze their decision-
making activities.

(1.2-1.3) The student values
the use of a decision-
making process when
confronted with con-
troversial issues in
group settings and in
attacking problems
encountered in life
situations.
[A3]

(2.1 ) The student compre-
hends criteria used
to identify a critical
decision.
[A2]

(2.2 ) The student compre-
hends a decision-
making process.
[A2]

(2.6) The student applies
a decision-making
process in life
situations.
[A3]

2
Krumboltz, John D. and Baker, Ronald D. "Behavioral Counseling for Vocational Decisions,"

in Career Guidance for a New Age, ed. by Henry Borow. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,

1973.

3Carkhuff:1Robert Rt--Th-eAFE-6fProbTEM-56TVing. Amherst, Massachusetts: Human Resource
Development Press, 1973.
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PROCESS SKILLS

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

2.28 The teacher is able to
conduct activities to
help students identify
roles played by 'self
and others in differ-
ent situations.

2.29 The teacher is able ix
facilitate student under-
standing of the respon-
sibilities inherent in
the various roles in
which the student is
involved.

2.30 The teacher is able to
facilitate student iden-
tification and selection
uf self enhancing roles.

2.31 The teacher is able to
facilitate students'
identification and
understanding of the
interrelationship be-
tween various personal
roles.

(1.12) The student values
socially construc-
tive and personally
gratifying roles
for self.
[A3, F2, F3, G]

(2.19) The student evalu-
ates responsibili-
ties inherent in
being a person, a
family member, a
member of society.
[A3, F2, F3]

(2.35) The student analyzes
the relationship
between being a citi
zen and being a
member of a school,
family, community,
and society.
[A2, Cl]

(2.15-2,16) The student
analyzes the roles
of work and leisure
in an individual's
life.

[A2, B2, D2, G]

(C) The student compre-
hends the inter-
relationships between
roles played and
-responsibilities
inherent in the va:-
ious roles.
[81, Cl, Fl, G]

2.32 The teacher is able to
facilitate small task
and experiential group
activities.

A. The teacher is
able to identify
constructive and
destructive roles
of group members.
The teacher is
able to identify
group needs and
provide growth-
enhancing assis-
tance.

(D) The student has a
basic understanding
of group process and
dynamics.
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PROCESS SKILLS

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

2.33 The teacher is able to
help students under-
stand the function of
laws in a democratic
society, as well as
how laws are enacted
and changed.

(E) The student has a
basic understanding
of legal policies
and processes in our
society and the con-
sequences of illegal
actions.
[CI]

(2.26) The student compre-
hends underlying
principles in court
cases that affect
individual rights.

_[Cl]

(2.47) The student analyzes
public attitudes
reflected in current
laws and policies.
[A2, Cl]

(2.30) The student compre-
hends the nature and
function of laws.
[C1]

(2.67) The student compre-
hends school policy
governing drug use,
possession, or sale
on campus.
[C1, 03]

(2.46) The student compre-
hends the realities
and specific conse-
quences_of criMinal
and delinquent be-
havior at the city,
state, and federal
levels.
[Cl]

2.34 The teacher has knowl-
edge of basic termi-
nology related to drug
abuse and crime and is
able to relate termi-
nology to factual
information.

2.35 The teacher is able to
help students understand
various definitions of
drugs and crime and then
to synthesize their own
personal-definitions:-

2.53) The student synthe-
sizes a personal
definition of drug'
and crime.

[A2, Dl]

(2.52) The student compre-
hends various defi-
nitions of drugs
and differences
among definitions.

[D1]

(2.39-2.36) The student com-
prehends definitions
of crime and juvenile
delinquency.
[CI]

20
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PROCESS SKILLS

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

(2.37-2.40-2.42-2.55) The
student has knowledge
of basic terms and
procedures related to:
crime; juvenile delin-
quency; the adult
judicial system; and
drug use, misuse, and
abuse. (felony,

misdemeanor, probation,
parole, habitual, age
of accountability,
runaway, fugitive
children, addiction,
dependency, etc.)

2.36 The teacher has knowl-
edge of individual
rights and responsi-
bilities under federal,
state, and local laws,
and school policies
and regulations.

2.37 The teacher is able to
design and implement
activities that facili-
tate student analysis
of legal rights and
responsibilities.

(1.7) The student values
the individual's
rights and responsi-
bilities for a self-
determined life
style.
[F1, F2, F3]

2 9

(2.25) The student compre-
hends the basic
rights guaranteed a
citizen by the
Constitution ("due
process of law," 14th
Amendment to the
Constitution).
[C1]

(2.27) The student compre-
hends the rights of
persons accused of
crimes.-

[C1]

(2.28) The student has knowl-
edge of resources
available if a crime
is committed against
an individual.

[Cl]

(2.29) The student analyzes
the reciprocal nature
that exists between
legal rights and
legal responsibilities.
[A2, Cl]
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PROCESS SKILLS

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

(F) The student has a
basic understanding
of legal rights and
responsibilities, the
protections and
penalties provided by
law, and particularly
those provisions per-
tinent to students
and juveniles.
[C1]

(2.38) The student compre-
hends rights and
protections afforded
juveniles including
juvenile court pro-
cedures.
[C1]

(2.44) The student compre-
hends school policy
regarding infraction
of school rules and
regulations.
[C1]

(2.45) The student compre-
hends school policies
governing non-school
related delinquent
behavior.
[C1]

(2.68) The student has knowl-
edge of penalties and
other pertinent pro-
visions of local,
state, and federaT-
laws related to drug
use.
[C1, D3]

2.38 The teacher is able to
help students explore
alternatives to drugs
in dealing with stress.

2.39 The teacher is able to
help students to gain an
understanding of self-
needs and motivations
and coping mechanisms
appropriate to those
needs and motivations.

2.40 The teacher is able to
recognize students who
are having difficulty
in coping with stressful
situations.

(1.11) The student values
constructive life-
fulfilling alterna-
tives to crime and
drug abuse in deal-
ing with stress.
[A3, F3, G]

(2.9) The student evaluates
alternatives to crime
and drug abuse.
[A3, F3, G]

(2.11) The student has knowl-
edge of different
techniques frequently
employed to deal with
various levels of
stress.
[F2]

22
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PROCESS SKILLS

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

(2.17) The student has knowl-
edge of reasons
individuals experiment
or may possibly become
involved in criminal
activities and/or
drug abuse.
[F1, F2]

(2.18) The student has knowl-
edge of dysfunctional
behavior patterns.
[F1, F2]

2.41 The teacher is able to
help students understand
the individual and so-
cial forces that contri-
bute to criminal acti-
vities and/or drug use
as a way of meeting
one's needs.

(2.17) The student has
knowledge of reasons
individuals experi-
ment or may possibly
become involved in
criminal activities
and/or drug use.
[F1, F2]

23

(2.21) The student analyzes
patterns of crime
and drug use and
misuse as they relate
to life styles.
[D3, Fl, F2]

(2.10) The student has knowl-
edge of the physical,
social, and psycho-
logical stages of
human growth and
development and their
interrelationships.

(2.14) The student analyzes
various stages of
growth and develop-
ment as they relate
to crime, drug abuse,
and drug use.
[A2, D3, Fl]

(2.72) The student analyzes
the ways in which
drugs contribute to
our society by pre-
venting disease,
relieving pain, and
aiding body functions.
[A2, Dl]

(2.20) The student compre-
hends societal factors
that contribute to
crime and: drug a5Tite.
[03, F2
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THE TEACHER AS A FACILITATOR OF LEARNING
(RESOURCE SKILLS)

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

2.42 The teacher is able to
utilize appropriate
teaching techniques
when providing learn-
ing experiences for
students; i.e., role
playing, group dis-
cussion, fishbowl,
brainstorming, etc.

2.43 The teacher is able to
utilize appropriate
resources when provid-
ing learning experi-
ences for students;
i.e., films, learning
packages, learning
activity centers,
field trips, speakers,
reading, etc.

2.44 The teacher is able to
identify and/or discuss
resources which analyze
the-impact of various
drugs upon the user.

2.45 The teacher is able to
direct studemts to
sources for information
about drug abuse and
crime.

(G) The student has
knowledge of basic
factual information
concerning crime and
drug_abuse and/oris
able to utilize re-
sources which give
such information.
[D1, D3]

32

(2.48) The student has
knowledge of basic
principles included
in major crime com-
mission reports.
[C1]

(2.60) The student has
knowledge of basic
principles included
in major drug com-
mission_reports,_
[D8]

(2.59) The student has
knowledge of sone
of the major remearch
findings relating to
drug use and Anse.
[D3]

(2.61) The student hns
knowledge of-smne 0
the major lora,
state, regicna,
national, andrimber
national deveimpmenbs
concerning drugs,.

[Daj
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RESOURCE SKILLS

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

(2.54) The student has
knowledge of the
classification
systems for commonly
used drugs.
[D1]

(2.57) The student has
knowledge of the
historical background
of drugs.
[Al, Dl]

2.46 The teacher has
knowledge of
resources concerning
federal, state, and
local efforts to
control crime and
drug abuse; i.e.,
local rehabilitation
efforts, materials
directed at preven-
tion, local laws,
school regulations.

(1.10) The student responds
to efforts to control
crime and drug abuse
through prevention,
intervention, treat-
ment, rehabilitation,
and law enforcement.
[D3]

33

(2.65-2.42) The student has
knowledge of community
services for drug
abusers, juvenile
delinquents, and
criminals (counseling
treatment, rehabili-
tation, correction,
law enforcement,
legal aid, prevention,
and education) and
procedures for uti-
lizing the-,services.
[D3]

(1a66-2.43) The student has
knowledge of community
resources where stu-
dents may volunteer
to bete persons with
drug related anthother
problems.
[D3]

(2:..69) The student-has knowl-
edge of some current
controls ami inter-
national dnvg traf-
ficking.
[C1, D3]
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RESOURCE SKILLS

Teacher Competency Student Outcome

(2.70) The student has
knowledge of the
background of
legislative efforts
in order to under-
stand current drug
laws, policies, and
public attitudes
they reflect.
[Cl, 03]

(2.71) The student has
knowledge of legis-
lation designed to
protect the consumer
in the use of drugs,
including household
chemical substances.
DI, 03]



GLOSSARY

CRIME - wrongful act that causes injury or harm to a person or to property;
an act that harms or endangers a public interest that society pro-
tects; violation of criminal law.

CRIME PREVENTION EDUCATION - a planned educational effort to enhance aware-
ness, understanding, and interpretation of the individual's rights
and responsibilities to himself/herself and others as he/she moves
toward fulfilling citizenship.

CRITICAL DECISION
1

- a decision facing a person that has long-range
significance affecting his/her ultimate satisfaction or welfare.

Criteria for determining whether a decision is critical:
(1) What will happen as a result of the decision
(2) What the decision mahr values

DECISION-MAKING PRO ESS
1
- the steps in a decision-making process are:

(1) Recognizing when a decision exists that is critical
(2) Determining goals by clarifying personal values
(3) Considering alternatives ta reaching those goals
(4) Getting information leadingto other alternatives,

probabilities of success, or risks
(5) Considering the risks invoRwed in each alternative in

relation to_a person's owm idea of success
(6) Making the decisiom using-the most effective strategy

(or plan) in deciding

DRUG - any substance which by its chemtcal nature alters structure or
function in the liviing organftm.

DRUG ABUSE - the use of a drug for nun-medical or non-scientific purposes,
with the potentiality of hamerto the user or to society.

DRUG EDUCATION - an educatiomal appreach that seeks to help students
develop a framework mf knowledgaand values enabling them to make
decisions with respect to drug usage so that the incidence of drug
misuse and/or abuse will be minimized.

DRUG MISUSE - the use of drugs above normal, medically supervise_! doses.

1

. Entrance Examination :f3mate 19711.
. Decisiom,Aaking (New York: College
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JUVENILE DELINQUENCY - Senate Bill 111 was passed by the Sixty-third Texak

Legislature and signed by Governor Dolph Briscoe on June 16, 1973.4

Sections 51.02 and 51.03 of Senate Bill 111 define juvenile delin-

quency through three terms: child, delinquent conduct and conduct

indicating a need for supervision.

Child means
(A)

(B)

(1)

(2)

a person who is:
ten years of age or older and order 17 years of-age; or

seventeen years of age or older-And under 18 years of age
who is alleged or found to have-engaged in delinquent
conduct or conduct indicatingle,need for supervision as a
result of acts committed befomlecoming 17 years of age.

Delinquent conduct is conduct, other thana traffic offense, that violates:

a penal law of this state p able by imprisonment or by

confinement in jail; or
a reasonable and lawful ordercof a juvenile court.

Conduct indicating a need for supervision is:
(1) conduct, other than a traffic mftree, that or ree or

more occasions violates either of the fo1lowing-1

(A) the penal laws of this state of the grade of
misdemeanor that are punt:enable by fire onlr; or

(B) the penal ordinances of any political' subdivision
of this state;

(2) conduct which violates the compulsory sc .1 atmerdanceEleme;

(3) the voluntary absence of a ched tram his taw vidthout -the
consent of his/her 'parent or gnarl:flan fora substantial length

of time or without imtent to return;
(4) the violation of an order ea 3mmentle:caurt.

I I

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS - relations betweenauo or mire Teeple which-take

into account the thoughts, feeltmes, and:activities of others

STUDENT OUTCOME - what students will know, da, feel, and thtnk

VALUE3 - results of a valuing process, something that satisfies all seven

criteria of a values clarification process

2 .

iSenate Bill 111 s presently being codified into t

Civil Statutes.

ted Vernosr

3Raths, L. E., Harmin, M., Simon, S. B.. Values and Teaching (Columbus,

Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing 1966j.
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VALUES CLARIFICATION (VALUING) PROCESS3 - the seven steps in a values
clarification process or the seven criteria for testing a
value are:

"Choosing: (1) Freely
(2) From alternatives
(3) After thoughtful consideration of the

consequences of each alternative

Prizing: (4) Cherishing, being happy with the choice
Willing to affirm the choice publicly(5)

Acting: (6) Doing something with the choice
(7) Repeatedly, in some pattern of life"

3
Raths, L. E., Harmin, M., Simon, S. B. Values and Teaching (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1966).
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